53 SERIES

EM SIA 53 Integration Head

- Standard Marking window: 50mm X 30mm
- Type of Machine: Electromagnetic
- Type of Head: Integration Head
- Material of Cons: Aluminium Solid Body.
- Colour of Machine: Siemens Grey
- Weight of Machine: 2.3 kg
- Mounting Holes: 4 holes for proper mounting

SIA 53 Integration Head

- Standard Marking window: 50mm X 30mm
- Type of Machine: Pneumatic
- Type of Head: Integration Head
- Material of Cons: Aluminium Solid Body.
- Colour of Machine: Siemens Grey
- Weight of Machine: 2.3 kg
- Mounting Holes: 4 holes for proper mounting

83 SERIES

EM SIA 83 Integration Head

- Standard Marking window: 80mm X 30mm
- Type of Machine: Electromagnetic
- Type of Head: Integration Head
- Material of Cons: Aluminium Solid Body.
- Colour of Machine: Siemens Grey
- Weight of Machine: 3.5 kg
- Mounting Holes: 4 holes for proper mounting
MARKING HEADS

83 SERIES

SIA 83 Integration Head

Standard Marking window: 80mm X 30mm
Type of Machine: Pneumatic
Type of Head: Integration Head
Material of Cons: Aluminium Solid Body.
Colour of Machine: Siemens Grey
Weight of Machine: 3.3 kg
Mounting Holes: 4 holes for proper mounting

155 SERIES

EM SIA 155 Integration Head

Standard Marking window: 150mm X 50mm
Type of Machine: Electromagnetic
Type of Head: Integration Head
Material of Cons: Aluminium Solid Body.
Colour of Machine: Siemens Grey
Weight of Machine: 4.5 kg
Mounting Holes: 4 holes for proper mounting

SIA 155 Integration Head

Standard Marking window: 150mm X 50mm
Type of Machine: Pneumatic
Type of Head: Integration Head
Material of Cons: Aluminium Solid Body.
Colour of Machine: Siemens Grey
Weight of Machine: 4.3 kg
Mounting Holes: 4 holes for proper mounting
255 SERIES

**EM SIA 255 Integration Head**
- **Standard Marking window:** 250mm X 50mm
- **Type of Machine:** Electromagnetic
- **Type of Head:** Integration Head
- **Material of Cons:** Aluminium Solid Body.
- **Colour of Machine:** Siemens Grey
- **Weight of Machine:** 4.5 kg
- **Mounting Holes:** 4 holes for proper mounting

**SIA 255 Integration Head**
- **Standard Marking window:** 250mm X 50mm
- **Type of Machine:** Pneumatic
- **Type of Head:** Integration Head
- **Material of Cons:** Aluminium Solid Body.
- **Colour of Machine:** Siemens Grey
- **Weight of Machine:** 4.3 kg
- **Mounting Holes:** 4 holes for proper mounting

1210 SERIES

**EM SIA 1210 Standard Head**
- **Standard Marking window:** 120mm X 100mm
- **Type of Machine:** Electromagnetic
- **Type of Head:** Standard Head
- **Material of Cons:** MS Sheet Metal Body.
- **Colour of Machine:** Siemens Grey
- **Weight of Machine:** 3.5 kg
- **Mounting Holes:** 4 holes for proper mounting

**SIA 1210 Standard Head**
- **Standard Marking window:** 120mm X 100mm
- **Type of Machine:** Pneumatic
- **Type of Head:** Standard Head
- **Material of Cons:** MS Sheet Metal Body
- **Colour of Machine:** Siemens Grey
- **Weight of Machine:** 3.3 kg
- **Mounting Holes:** 4 holes for proper mounting
MARKING HEADS

EM SIAH 1210 Heavy Duty Head

- Standard Marking window: 120mm X 100mm
- Type of Machine: Electromagnetic
- Type of Head: Standard Heavy Duty Head
- Material of Cons: MS Sheet Metal Body
- Colour of Machine: Siemens Grey
- Weight of Machine: 3.5 kg
- Mounting Holes: 4 holes for proper mounting
- Also available as Pneumatic Heavy Duty Head

EM SIA 1616 Standard Head

- Standard Marking window: 160mm X 160mm
- Type of Machine: Electromagnetic
- Type of Head: Standard Head
- Material of Cons: MS Sheet Metal Body
- Colour of Machine: Siemens Grey
- Weight of Machine: 4.5 kg
- Mounting Holes: 4 holes for proper mounting

SIA 1616 Standard Head

- Standard Marking window: 160mm X 160mm
- Type of Machine: Pneumatic
- Type of Head: Standard Head
- Material of Cons: MS Sheet Metal Body
- Colour of Machine: Siemens Grey
- Weight of Machine: 4.3 kg
- Mounting Holes: 4 holes for proper mounting

WE PROVIDE CUSTOM MARKING HEADS WITH WINDOW SIZE AS LARGE AS A3 PAPER SIZE (420mm X 300mm)

STAMP IT ROBOTAI & SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.

Office #1: 202, Sunrise Business Park, Road Number 16, Wagle Industrial Area, Thane(West) 400604, Maharashtra, India.
Office #2: 303, Sujata Industrial Estate, Opp. Noori Baba Dargah, Chandanwadi, Thane (West) 400601, Maharashtra, India.
Factory: 10/110, Jai Jalaram Industrial Complex, Village Pimples, Bhiwandi, Thane. 421302, Maharashtra, India.
Tel: +91-22-65131554, 65300580 - 65300595 Email: sales@stampitcnc.co.in
International Sales: intsales@stampitcnc.co.in

www.stampitcnc.com